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INTRODUCTION
The science of numerology can be traced back thousands of years. The Chinese,
Japanese, Greek, Hebrews, Egyptians, Phoenicians, early Christians, Mayans, and
Incas all used some form of numerology to gain a deeper understanding of
themselves and the universe.
Numerology is perhaps the easiest of the occult arts to understand and use. All
you need is the birth date and the complete name of an individual to unlock all
of the secrets that the numbers hold. (Most authorities agree that the full birth
name as recorded on your birth certificate is the name that must be used for all
calculations involving name.)
There are eleven numbers used in constructing Numerology charts. These
numbers are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, and 22. Larger numbers that occur from
adding the numbers in the complete birth date or from the values assigned to
each name are reduced by adding the digits together until the sum achieved is
one of the core numbers. Merely add the components of the larger number
together (repeatedly, if necessary) until a single digit (or the "master" numbers
11 or 22) results. Each of these numbers represents different characteristics and
expressions.
Master numbers are the only exception to rule of reducing to the single digit. The
master numbers 11 and 22 are intensified versions of the single digit number
they replace (2 and 4). These numbers suggest a potential for a high degree of
learning and/or achievement very often in a more stressful environment. In
many individuals, the master numbers operate at a much more tangible or
practical level, becoming essentially the same as the single digit parallel.
An astrology chart looks at more than just your sun sign. Likewise a numerology
chart doesn't just focus on one particular number but provides the results of
several calculations. These numbers are then examined and interpreted in
relation to each other. And unlike astrology, numerology is wonderfully simple.
So simple that you really can "do it yourself."
LET’S GET STARTED!
Converting your FULL BIRTH NAME to a number.
Have a pencil and paper handy? Great! Start by writing out your full birth name
(first, middle, and last). Now assign numbers to each letter using the chart as a
guide. Here is a chart of the values assigned to each of the letters in the English
alphabet:
1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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8

9

4
A
J
S

B
K
T

C
L
U

D
M
V

E
N
W

F
O
X

G
P
Y

H
Q
Z

I
R

Sound confusing? It really isn't. Just take a look at the following example and
you'll get the idea. In this example, I will use Marc Cornellius as the birth name.
Okay, now let's assign numerical values to Marc's full name at birth.
Marc = 4, 1, 9, 3
Cornellius = 3, 6, 9, 5, 5, 3, 3, 9, 3, 1
Now adding these numbers together we have:
Marc = 14 -> 5
Cornellius = 47 -> 11
So my Birth Name Number is 7 (5 + 11 = 16 -> 1+ 6 =7). (See number
table)

BIRTH PATH Number
The Birthpath Number is arrived at by adding your month, day, and year of birth.
The Birthpath Number reveals who you are, what you do best, and whatever
natural abilities you have. See the example:
Ok…I was born on November 11, 1922. Or 11/11/22, the way it is usually
written. Birthpath for Marc: 8. (see number chart)
NUMBERS AND THEIR OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (NUMBER Table)
1 through
9
Talents/Strengths
plus 11
and 22

1

Natural leader,
self-sufficient,
ambitious.

Areas of
Concern

General
Leanings

Practical
Expression

Avoid extremes
of
bossiness,
shyness.

Standing out
from
the crowd.
Trying

Political
leadership,
celebrity, or
small
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Too impulsive.

new ideas.

business owner.

2

Hanging back,
not
Loving, peacespeaking up.
maker, analytical,
Stuck
ideal partner.
on details,
lonely.

Finding the
right
relationship.
Needs
harmony,
order.

Diplomatic
corps,
counselor,
partner
in small
business.

3

Fears routine.
May
lack selfdiscipline,
accomplish
little.

Energy and
ideas
in action.
Having
a good time.

Press secretary,
party planner,
small
business
promoter.

Outgoing, joy of
life, imaginative,
enthusiastic.

Fears
Need for
downsizing,
security.
not having
Develops order
familiar
out of chaos.
routine. Rigid.

Administrator,
team
player, back
office
of small
business.

5

Restlessness to To search for
new
the
Bold, daring, and
point of
opportunities.
persuasive. Enjoys
boredom.
Take
the finer things.
Easily sidechances. Try it
all.
tracked.

Public figure,
media,
develop new
idea
for small
business.

6

May end up
Taking care of
feeling
Warm, nurturing,
loved ones.
like a doormat.
and happily domCan
Finding
estic. Reliable.
safety, comfort.
be too
opinionated.

Personal
assistant,
educator, or
caterer
to small
business.

7

Too aloof and
fears
A deep thinker
not living up to
spiritually inclined.
high
Unique, eccentric.
standards. A
loner.

4

Works hard,
practical, gets
things done.

To seek
answers
to life's
questions.
Observe.
Discover.
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Analytical field.
Or
self-employment
in
small business.

6

8

Often lacks
feeling
Decisive, forceful,
for those who
good with money.
stand
Accomplished.
in the way of
goals.

9

Inspired, intuitive,
creative. Seeks to
improve the
world.

11

A visionary, an
artist. Expands
consciousness.

22

To
take control,
seek
power, status.

Professional
field
or operator of
small
business
franchises.

Needs to avoid
Community
To see the "big
bad
leader,
picture." To
habits, and
organize small
dream
attend
busthe dream.
to life's details.
iness owners.
Avoid extremes,
being too highstrung.
Impractical.

To be
enlightened
and to
enlighten
others.

Metaphysical
small
business with
farreaching appeal.

May feel born a
Goal-oriented and century "too
early."
practical but on a
Too
global scale.
overextended.

To have a
mission
and see it
carried
out globally.

Provide web
sites to
small businesses
for
total global
change.

Your Day of Birth and What It Means
If you were born:
¾ On the 1st, you have a strong will. You would do well in your own
business. Beware of a tendency to procrastinate.
¾ The 2nd, you crave harmony and strive to please others. A bit of a
perfectionist. Beware of a tendency to take on more work than you can
reasonably handle. Your home is important to you.
¾ The 3rd, you are a “happy-go-lucky” type of person. You would do well in
a fun job that allows your playful, sociable nature to shine.
¾ The 4th, you tend to be practical. Be careful that you don't get stuck in a
pothole. Your may be driven to construction, landscaping or even floristry.
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¾ The 5th, you like adventure and change. Whatever you do, people find
you charming.
¾ The 6th, you are loving, but sometimes possessive. You take your
responsibilities very seriously. Your family is extremely important to you
Stop worrying so much…
¾ The 7th, you are naturally intuitive and meditative. Learn patience and
avoid risky investments… You would do well in any profession that allows
you to work in solitude.
¾ The 8th, your hard work is sure to pay off. Ever serious about money,
you may have to work harder than some at your people skills.
¾ The 9th, your nature is to make the world a better place. An intuitive
person with many talents. You'll go far - if you can just remember little
details.
¾ The 11th, you are often an inspiration to everyone around you. You are
extra sensitive to what people think of you. Trust your intuition. To reach
your goals, just make up your mind and do it!
¾ The 12th, you have a winning personality! You have a flair for color and
style; you would do well in any design field.
¾ The 13th, you are a practical person, but you're not afraid of original
ideas. Your love of the land would make you good in real estate. Try not
to keep your emotions bottled up!
¾ The 14th, your life might be very complicated. Try not to let the
problems of the past interfere with your hopes for the future. You are
comfortable living out of a suitcase and would do well in any travel-related
field. You have a very sensual nature.
¾ The 15th, you tend to be very worry. Things somehow always work out
for you - especially around money. You like when you are surrounded by
family and friends.
¾ The 16th, your life is full of surprises! Just make up your mind to stop
putting things off until tomorrow!
¾ The 17th, you have potential for great success. Remember to play by the
rules and learn to respect the people. Time management is important to
you.
¾ The 18th, you may be torn between your spiritual side and your natural
desire for material success. Find a cause you truly believe in and you will
shine.
¾ The 19th, you may have a special mission in life - even if it's not clear to
you. You may consider becoming involved in motivational speaking,
writing or training.
¾ The 20th, you care about the feelings of others. Try think about of you
too. In career move forward in your own way at your own time. A spiritual
seeker, you probably consider your home a sanctuary.
¾ The 21st, you are generally happy and optimistic. At times you can be a
bit impulsive, especially in love.
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¾ The 22nd, spiritual matters are very important to you. You may need to
make the world a better place. The challenge for you is to find a practical
way to bring this grand vision into being.
¾ The 23rd, you are a free-thinker. Charming, you have probably broken
lots of hearts.
¾ The 24th, you like being surrounded by family and friends. Money and
security are important to you. Don’t worry so much…
¾ The 25th, you are very spiritual. You have many talents but the money is
not so important to you. It may seem very rocky for you emotionally. The
26th, you have strong ambitions and a desire for material success. You
desire to keep a nice balance between your work and your family. And
you might do better in a home-based business.
¾ The 27th, you probably have a restless nature. You have many talents
and a strong interest in spiritual. Everybody would be happy to have you
as a close friend.
¾ The 28th, You are a born leader with a strong will to succeed. Just
remember that not everyone can live up to your high standards. You
would do well in any professional career or business--especially one that
requires intense energy.
¾ The 29th, you are intensely interested in spiritual matters and have good
intuitive insight into the world around you. Whatever you do for a career,
you will most likely have a positive impact on many people.
¾ The 30th, people are drawn and enjoy your company. You may
occasionally send out mixed signals and give people the wrong idea.
Remember that moderation is the key.
¾ The 31st, you are practical and loving. You enjoy working with your
hands. Loyalty is important to you. Avoid the tendency to make yourself
your topic of conversation.
The Challenge Number
In numerology, the obstacles faced in life are called the challenges. The
Challenge is a weak point in our Life Path. We learn by meeting and dealing with
the challenge. The nature of the challenge is shown in the Life Path.
There are three challenges included in your Life Path. Two that will be called
Sub-challenges and then a Final Challenge.
We will again use the month, the day and the year of birth in this calculation.
The first step will be to reduce each of these components to a single digit base
number. So, November 14, 1968, would become month 2 (1+1), day 5 (1+4),
and year 6 (1+9+6+8=24; 2+4=6).
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The first sub-challenge is derived by finding the difference between the month
and day of birth. In our example, this would be 5-2=3 first sub challenge.
The second sub-challenge is identified by finding the difference between the day
of birth and the year of birth. The example would be 6-5=1; the number 1 for a
second sub challenge.
The final challenge is identified by finding the difference between the first and
second sub challenge. Our example would have a 3-1=2 challenge.
The numbers behind the final challenge will each be a potential problem during
half of the life. The first sub challenge during the first part of the life, and the
second sub challenge during the second half of the life. The Final Challenge is a
potential weakness and problem throughout the entire life.
If you correctly reduced the month, day and year to a single digit (no master
number), the difference between the two numbers must be a number from 0 to
8. Here are readings of each of the challenges:
The Challenge Number 0
The obstacles in life may be few, or they may be coming from all directions. This
challenge is called the “challenge of choice”. You may have difficulty acting on
your preferences. You are capable of analyzing a situation and realistically
comparing possible solutions. To overcome the challenge, you must have the
faith in your own abilities. This challenge is one that is normally found on in a
highly evolved individual, in other words, to meet this challenge, you must be a
very gifted person.
The Challenge Number 1
You are likely to feel dominated by people with strong influence, probably
parents or others with whom you compete. The challenge is to avoid of being
dominated, but doing it in a way that does not dominate others. It's very
important to control the ego. You are now in a period of learning about selfreliance and how to solve your own problems independently.
The Challenge Number 2
You are likely to be extremely sensitive and find it hard to work with people
because you are afraid of being criticized or ignored. You have a good deal of
self confidence. There is a tendency to constantly worry about the opinion that
others have of you. Used more positively, your keen sensitivities can be a
significant strength, allowing you to be acutely aware of so much of with others
rarely perceive. But during this period it will be hard for you to make decisions.
Friendships are a source of deep satisfaction to you during this time. Respect
your ability to compromise and grow in a quiet way.
The Challenge Number 3
You may try to do too many things at once during this period of your life. You
may have a fine imagination and a gift for words, but you find it hard to express
yourself effectively. Though you know you should cultivate friends and be
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sociable, you tend to be somewhat reclusive and defensive. You may have a
talent for writing, acting, or speaking, but you are reluctant to involve yourself
with these sorts of activities because you do not like to face the prospects of
criticism. You are expressing yourself with a negative emphasis, hiding your
creative talents behind a wall of shyness. You must strive to develop yourself in a
social and in a creative sense. It's hard to just relax and have a good time.
The Challenge Number 4
You may have a difficulty with work. Either you simply don't like to work, don't
like the work you are forced to do, or you have difficulty completing tasks and
working efficiently. You may be careless and lack a sense of practicality. It is
important for you to learn patience, understanding and the practical, common
sense way of dealing with responsibilities.
The Challenge Number 5
Your challenge is to overcome the desire and the demand for freedom at any
price. The challenge 5 number is very difficult to handle because you are apt to
be extremely impulsive; you want to try everything at least once, and you are
rather unstable in many ways. Change may be necessary for you, but it must be
handled in an intelligent and controlled manner.
The Challenge Number 6
You may have difficulties because of your insistence on extremely high
standards. You could appear as intolerant and a little self-righteous. It is hard for
others to live up to your standards of expectation. You must learn that your
diplomatic approach will be appreciated if others feel that their needs are met,
their desires understood, their point of view respected.
The Challenge Number 7
You may have discomfort with your own inner feelings. You may feel unable to
change and improve circumstances. There is a tendency with this challenge to be
a chronic critic and complainer. The sense of discrimination is strong, but it is
expressed in a very negative way. Avoid a tendency to approach people in a very
reserved way and develop faith in your own abilities.
Challenge Number 8
The challenge 8 suggests that satisfaction can only be gained and safeguarded
by material accumulation. There may be a considerable effort to attain money,
status and power. You must learn to use your ability to gain money, status and
power with a sense of proportion and deal with the material world in a
comfortable manner.
The Life Path Number
The Life Path is the sum of the birth date. This number represents who you are
at birth and the native traits that you will carry with you through life.
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First, convert the month to a single number or a master number (November
stays 11 rather than 2).
Next, add the total digits of year and reduce this sum to a single digit or master
number. The individual digits representing the month, day, and year, be they
single digits or master numbers, are then added together, as necessary to
reduce the sum once again to a single digit 1 through 9, or to the numerology
"master numbers," 11 or 22. These master numbers, as components of the date
or as a final result, are not reduced any further.

Example: If a person was born on November 12, 1972 (11-12-1972), add the
month 11 to the day 12 (1+2=3) plus the year 1972 (which reduces to 19, then
to 10 and finally to 1). Then the total of the month, day, and year is
11+3+1=15; 1+5=6. This date is a 7 Lifepath.

Life Path 1
Your life is characterized by individualist desires, independence, and the need for
personal attainment. This is a two part learning process.
First, you must learn not to depend on others.
Second, you must learn to be a leader.
For an individual with Life Path 1 will be difficult to be independent. Also, this
person abounds in creative inspiration, and has the enthusiasm to accomplish a
great objective.
As a natural leader you have ability for taking charge of any situation. Because
you are very original, you may have talents as an inventor or innovator. You
have very strong personal needs and desires. You are ambitious and you must
learn the need for aggressive action to promote yourself.
When the 1 Life Path person is not fully developed and expressing the negative
side of this number – the person can become too self-serving, selfish and
egotistical. This individual may be over-confident and impatient.
Life Path 2
The 2 Life Path people are sensitive who generally have the delicate ability to be
balanced and fair. You see all viewpoints in any argument or situation and you
are able to settle disputes. There is sincere concern for others and you are
honest and open.
You can shine in any group activity where your expertise in handling and
blending people can be used effectively. You know how to compromise and
maintaining harmony in your environment.
In many ways, you like to your pattern well worn and familiar and you like to
collect things.
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The negative side of the 2 Life Path is not a problem. The biggest obstacle you
may face is that of passivity and lethargy. You may be very pessimistic and do
very little. You may not belong in the business world and prefer a less
competitive environment.
Life Path 3
Life Path 3 gives you sociability and creativity as the lesson to be learned in this
life. These are bright people with very optimistic attitudes. A gifted person
possesses the most exceptional creative skills. The lesson to be learned is
achievement through expression.
The characteristics of the Life Path 3 are warmth, a great conversationalist,
social person. You have good manners and seem to pay attention to other
people's feelings. Life is generally lived to the fullest. You are not very good at
handling money because you don’t have a concern about it.
On the negative side you may become frivolous and superficial.
You may have an above average ability in art. This can be painting, interior
decorating, landscaping, writing, music or the stage. If you focus your energies
and talents, your exuberant nature can take you far.

Life Path 4
If you have the Life Path 4 you are a very practical individual. The goal is
learning to take orders and to carry them out with dedication and perseverance.
You always demand as much from yourself as you do from others.
You are a great organizer and planner because of your inner ability to perceive
things in a very common sense and practical way. You can be wonderful
manager or a dependable business partner.
Loyal and devoted, your marriage is great. Friends may be few, but they can last
a lifetime. If patience and determination win, you will achieve great success in
life.
The negative side prove dogmatic to excess and repressive. Additionally you
have tendency to get caught up in the daily routine and miss the other
opportunities.
Life Path 5
You may be usually versatile and adventurous. You are striving to find answers
to the questions that life poses. You want to be free and independent. You are
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not very good at staying with everyday tasks that must be finished on time, but
you are a good communicator and can motivate people around you.
Usually, the personality is rather happy, living for today. It is important for you to
find a job that provides provoking tasks. You have an inner ability to think
through complex matters and analyze them quickly.
In the most negative case, you could become very irresponsible in decisions
concerning your home and business life. You may tend to be very undependable
and self-serving.
Life Path 6
Your nature has a strong sense of responsibility. You are idealistic and must feel
useful to be happy. Wisdom and understanding are the cornerstones of Life Path
6. You are always there when people around you need you and you feel that the
most important thing in your life is the home, family and friends.
There are few negative examples, but avoid the tendency to become
overwhelmed by responsibilities and being too critical. You may have tendencies
towards exaggeration. You may have a rejection of responsibility and it will make
you feel guilty and possibly have damaging effects in your relationships.
Life Path 7
You may be a person that is a peaceful, affectionate and by nature reserved and
analytical. Intellectual and scientific you don't accept a premise until you have
dissected the subject have your own conclusion. You dislike noise, confusion and
you evaluate situations very quickly. You rely on your experiences and your
intuition. You aren't one to have a many friends, but once you accept someone
as a friend, it's for life.
In the most negative case, you can become very pessimistic and secretive. You
may be very selfish and spoiled. You may avoid stability in feelings.
Life Path 8
You are focused in the material world. You may become powerful, confident and
materially successful people. You can be very independent, forceful and
competitive. From all people you are the most concerned with desire of social
status and material success.
You are good for competition in the business world or in other competitive fields.
You are practical and steady in your pursuit of major objectives
For the negative side you can be dictatorial and often suppresses the enthusiasm
and efforts of others people. You may neglect family, home and peace of mind.
Dedication to success can become an obsession.
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You must avoid discounting the opinions of others.
Life Path 9
You are a person of compassion, generosity and you have a very humanitarian
attitude. This is the lesson that must be learned in this life. You tend to be quite
sensitive, as you see the world with much feeling and compassion. You may
have a philosophical nature. The desire to help others is strong. You may be
frequently used and let down by others.
You have a great understanding of life and sometimes is manifested in the
artistic and literary fields.
You have the ability to make friends very easily. People naturally like you
because you are sympathetic, tolerant and open-minded. Relationships can be
difficult for you because it is hard to find a balance that will work effectively. If
your partner is sharing your giving attitudes, the relationship will be happy and
lasting. But, if you choose a partner that focuses on material issues...problems
will come.
Life Path 11
This is the number associated with spiritual awareness and you get
understanding and knowledge beyond the grasp of others. You are idealistic,
visionary and cultured. Your inventive mind will permit you to succeed in life in
any number of ventures. You can serve society utilizing your skills of counseling
and guidance. You expect a more of yourself and of those close to you.
On the negative side, there is a lot of nervous tension associated with you life
and you can be a difficult person to deal with because of this. Relationships can
be difficult. You are likely to have trouble making decisions and getting your life
in gear. There is a tendency to harbor feelings of and dissatisfaction with
accomplishments and personal progress. You are perhaps more of a dreamer
than a doer. You might not be a leader, but you are a visionary and a very
talented idea person.
Life Path 22
22 is the most powerful of all the Life Path numbers. You can be a master builder
in society. An idealistic nature is grounded in practical terms, allowing you to
conceive grandiose, far-reaching schemes and carry them through to the end. If
you desire and are willing to work for it, you can achieve enormous success,
prestige and fame. You may possess special spiritual understanding and the
ability to apply knowledge in a practical way.
The negative side people are very rare. The power is similar to positive 22, but
motivations are in a negative way. You may be very dictatorial, insensitive. The
ability to control emotion may help in the business world.
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THE HEART DESIRE Number or SOUL URGE
The Heart Desire Number is sometimes called The Soul Urge. This number is
made up from the vowels (a, e, i, o and u) in your full birth name.
The sum of all of these letter, converted to numbers, and reduced to a single
number or a master number is your Soul Urge. This number denotes what you
value most regardless of Life Path (what you are from birth) and expression
(what you will become in life).
Here is a chart reflecting the number value of the vowels and sometime vowels:
1
A
-

2
-

3
U

4
-

5
E
W

6
O
-

7
Y

8
-

9
I
-

NOTE: Use "Y " when there is no other vowel in a syllable (Marlyn) or is
sounded as one sound (May). Use "W" when with a vowel produces a single
sound(Owl).
Your Heart Desire Number:
Heart Desire Number 1
You want to lead and direct; to work independent of supervision. You take pride
in you abilities and want to be recognized for them.
The positive side: you are ambitious and determined, a leader seeking
opportunities and driven to success. You are a loyal and fair in your business
dealings.
The negative side: you are apt to dominate situations and people. You control
your emotions and you can be boastful and egotistic.
Heart Desire Number 2
You are centered on friends, partnerships and companionship. You want to work
in a cooperative team; leadership is not important to you.
You can be sympathetic, extremely concerned, devoted and the nature to be
sensitive to others.
You may be timid or fearful, too easygoing for your own good.
Heart Desire Number 3
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Your desire in life is personal expression, and generally enjoying life to its fullest.
You want to participate in an active social life and enjoy a large circle of friends;
you are very social.
The Heart Desire Number 3 gives intuitive insight and inspirational tendencies.
On the negative side, you may become too optimistic. Often, this kind of people
are non-stop talkers.
Heart Desire Number 4
You may seek for a stable life. You tend to follow a systematic approach in your
endeavors. You want to be in solid and conventional. You are responsible,
reliable and in the final analysis, practical. You are a very honest, sincere, and
conscientious individual.
The negative side is rigid and stubborn. There is a tendency to hide feelings. Try
to always see the big picture rather than becoming to involved with the detail.
Don't be afraid to take a chance once in awhile.
Heart Desire Number 5
You like to follow a life of freedom, excitement, adventure and unexpected
happening. You are very much the adventurer inside. You can seem superficial
and unmotivated. In a positive sense, you are very adaptable and versatile. You
seem to have a natural inclination to be a pace-setter.
You may dislike the routine work that you are engaged in. You may have
difficulty with responsibility. You may not want a stable relationship.
Heart Desire Number 6
You like to be appreciated for your ability to handle responsibility. Friendship,
love, and affection are high on your list of priorities for a happy life. You have a
lot of diplomatic tendencies. You like working in team.
The positive side: capacity for responsibility. You are known for your generosity
and understanding. You may have artistic and creative leanings.
You may express some of the negative traits common to this number. It is very
easy to become too emotional. You may find that people tend to take advantage
of you.
Heart Desire Number 7
You like retreating to periods of being alone. You like to dream and develop you
idealistic understandings, to study and analyze, to gain knowledge and wisdom.
You are very timid around people that you don't know very well and tend to
repress your emotions.
The negative traits: you may be introvert and isolated from others.
Heart Desire Number 8
You have a natural flare for business and the challenges imposed by the
commercial world. You have strong urges to supervise, organize and lead. You're
a good judge of material values and also human character. Self-controlled you
want to be known for your planning ability and solid judgment.
The negative aspects: you may try often to dominate. You may have a tendency
to be rigid.
Heart Desire Number 9
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You want to give to others, usually in a humanitarian or philanthropic manner.
Your concern for others makes you a very sympathetic and generous person with
a sensitive and compassionate nature.
You often express high ideals and an inspirational approach to life.
You may become too sensitive and tend to express emotions strongly at times.
There can be significant conflict between higher aims and personal ambitions
and you may often be disappointed in the lack of perfection in the world.
Heart Desire Number 11
Your thinking and interests relate to the abstract. You are motivated toward
idealistic concepts. You have a dream of the perfect world.
You may possess some the negative 11 traits. There is a tendency to produce
nervous tension. You may be too sensitive and very emotional.
There is usually a rather fixed idea of right and wrong from which results the
attitude of inflexibility.
Heart Desire Number 22
You are very much that of the master builder. You have an inner desire to
express the significant power you feel in a concrete manner, as a builder,
engineer, diplomat, etc. You have high intelligence with an unusual perception
and awareness. People respect you and recognize your superior foresight and
vision.
The negative side is a high degree of nervous energy and a tendency to be very
dominating.

Hidden Passion
Numbers that appear several times in your name represent a particular
strength or ability. The number that is most often repeated in your name
represents your concentrated talent. It’s existence gives you a strong desire to
develop and to express that particular ability. Having the talent demands that
you express it, that you experience this part of you and that you live according
to its nature. In this way, the Hidden Passion shapes your personality, and
guides your life.
1
A
J
S

2
B
K
T

3
C
L
U

Example:
I will use my name: M A R C
4 1 9 3

4
D
M
V

5
E
N
W

6
F
O
X

7
G
P
Y

8
H
Q
Z

C O R N E L L I U S.
3 6 9 5 5 3 3 9 3 1
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I
R
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Or you may write the number in this way:
¾ 1 found 2 times
¾ 2 not found
¾ 3 found 4 times
¾ 4 found 1 time
¾ 5 found 1 time
¾ 6 found 1 time
¾ 7 not found
¾ 8 not found
¾ 9 found 2 times
You might noticed that 3 is found more often, so my hidden passion number is 3.
Find your Hidden Passion reading below:
Hidden Passion Number 1
You have a great ambition and desire to accomplish. You are highly competitive,
energetic, creative and want to be the best and the first in everything you do.
You are capable of influencing and even dominating others. You are a survivor
and a leader. Too many ones (6 or more in a name of average length), can make
a person aggressive, violent, even dictatorial.
Hidden Passion Number 2
You are highly considerate, sensitive and intuitive. You seek peaceful and
pleasant environments. You work well in groups, often serving as the
peacemaker, because you like harmony. You are often one of the pillars of any
organization and people rely upon you. You have a tendency to worry too much.
You may be too sensitive and easily hurt. You love beauty in your environment
and you have fine and delicate taste.
Hidden Passion Number 3
You are highly social and have a gift for self- expression. You love to
entertain and attend parties. You are highly talented in one or more of the arts
You are very inspiring and motivating to others. You are highly optimistic, but
you need discipline and focus to make the most of your talents.
You can fall victim to scattering your energies. You have to guard against being
selfish.
Hidden Passion Number 4
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You have determination, perseverance and self- discipline. You are perceived as
solid as a rock and just as reliable. Your family and friends have faith in you and
your ability to care for them. You identify with work and are can be very
unhappy if you are in a job you do not love. You do not like surprises. You are
practical and realistic. You love nature and the beauty. Your family and home are
very important to you. For those who have many 4s - four or more - in their
names must guard against becoming obsessed with details.
Hidden Passion Number 5
You love travel, change and new challenges. You are highly adaptable and
versatile. You have a talent for languages, and are generally good with words.
You are sensual and a bit impulsive. Passion in food, drink, sex and drugs are
common among people with too many 5s -- six or more. You have a good sense
of humor and a quick tongue. Your desire for freedom is extremely strong and it
will take effort and discipline to stick with whatever it is you started.
Commitment in relationships and your work is fundamental to your happiness.
Hidden Passion Number 6
You have a dream to be of service to those you love and your community. You
have the ability to be a healer, counselor, or teacher. You are a highly
responsible person, willing to sacrifice much. You must be careful of people who
seek to take advantage of you. You also have a tendency to become self
righteous. You are an excellent parent and marriage partner. You are helpful and
always willing to listen to people’s troubles, but must be careful not to interfere.
Hidden Passion Number 7
You have a highly developed mind and a fine intuition. You are intellectual
and deal well with abstract ideas. You like to be alone to contemplate, meditate
and study. You are a specialist and a perfectionist. You can be self-centered,
melancholic and depressed. Loneliness is quite common to people with many 7
and you have to learn to be alone without being lonely. You are generous with
your love, genuinely concerned with the happiness of those around you but not
demonstrative.
Hidden Passion Number 8
Success and material reward are important motivations for your actions. You
believe in effort and are very goal-oriented. You can dominate and impress
others with your vision and common business sense. You are a born manager
and organizer. It is wise not to be to forceful, demanding and dominant. You are
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a good judge of character with an uncanny ability to sense other peoples
strength and weaknesses. Many 8s, although being an advantage in the business
world and a help in the quest for success, may make life pretty hard too. Many
tests and frustrations have to be overcome and the proper balance and
perspective regarding spirit and matter has to be attained. You need a family to
be proud of, and status to feel rewarded.
Hidden Passion Number 9
You are warm, generous and compassionate. You are artistic, the 9 is
responsible for many of our creative geniuses, however these talents are often
suppressed. You have a strong desire for insight and universal knowledge. You
are emotional and you can get caught up in dreams. You are driven to do your
own thing and are quite independent.

Your Subconscious Number
The Subconscious Self reflects the confidence you have in your personal power
and competence, as well as in your ability to deal with sudden events and
situations. The Subconscious Self is derived from your Karmic Lesson chart.

1
A
J
S

2
B
K
T

3
C
L
U

Example:
I will use my name: M A R C
4 1 9 3

4
D
M
V

5
E
N
W

6
F
O
X

7
G
P
Y

8
H
Q
Z

C O R N E L L I U S.
3 6 9 5 5 3 3 9 3 1

Or you can write the numbers in this way:
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¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

found 2 times
not found
found 4 times
found 1 time
found 1 time
found 1 time
not found
not found
found 2 times

Since their are six numbers found in his name (the 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 9), we can
conclude that I have a 6 Subconscious Self.
Calculate your Subconscious Self number and read below to learn of its meaning:

Subconscious Self number 3
You respond to emergencies by looking for support from friends and family.
However, life will force you to confront these occurrences until your learn to use
your own power. You will search early in life for a lover and partner to depend
on. You may marry an older person who can offer you some security and
protection. The key to your success lies in your finding a well-defined goal to
focus on. This has the effect of bundling and directing your energy.
Subconscious Self number 4
You may have a tendency to exaggerate with details, causing confusion and
indecisiveness. You have to learn to trust your instincts and to act quickly.
Hesitation and procrastination have to be avoided. You need a solid foundation
in your life. You need a family and work-environment in which you have
responsibility and the rewards that come with completing specific tasks.
Subconscious Self number 5
You tend to waste your energies far and wide, making it difficult for you to
complete projects and tasks. You need discipline and organization in your life.
You have a strong urge to escape difficulties by forcing change, instead of trying
to work out the problem. You learn quickly and adapt well to change. Your
success in life depends on your ability to ground yourself and accept
responsibilities.
Subconscious Self number 6
You like to help others, sometimes to the extent that you do not pay enough
attention to your own needs. You are primarily concerned with your home and
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your family. You radiate love and genuine concern for others. During times of
distress you turn to your family and friends. You are responsible and willing to
sacrifice for others.
Subconscious Self number 7
You can appear indifferent to your surroundings. You are well-balanced and can
survive many a stormy time. In time of trial, you withdraw within yourself finding
answers in your creative and analytical mind. You may be a bit of a loner and do
not easily share your feelings with others.
Subconscious Self number 8
You handle unexpected situations in an efficient manner and often manage to
get the best out of it. You learn quickly and usually do not repeat the same
mistakes. You want to be rewarded for your efforts and relate your success to
the material aspects. You do not panic or scare easily. You have a good
understanding of money and matter. You are a survivor.
Subconscious Self number 9
You are somewhat impersonal and you are not demonstrative of your affections,
although you often have deep feelings and great compassion. You are competent
and controlled in any situation. You have no specific Karmic Lessons and are
therefore not as vulnerable to Life's ups and down's as others.

Karmic Lessons
Until now, I have talked about the strongest, and usually the obvious aspects of
a person's character. It’s time that we become aware of ourselves in our deepest
recesses in order to take control of our lives.
Karmic Lessons are areas that we are currently weak in and that we must face
and work on in this life.
The Karmic Lessons are found by finding which numbers are missing among the
letters in the full name at birth. There can be more than one Karmic Lesson.
The Karmic Lessons are found by finding which numbers are missing among the
letters in your full name at birth.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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A
J
S

B
K
T

C
L
U

Example:
I will use my name: M A R C
4 1 9 3

D
M
V

E
N
W

F
O
X

G
P
Y

H
Q
Z

I
R

C O R N E L L I U S.
3 6 9 5 5 3 3 9 3 1

Or you can write the numbers in this way:
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

found 2 times
not found
found 4 times
found 1 time
found 1 time
found 1 time
not found
not found
found 2 times

We find all numbers represented except the 2, the 7 and 8. So, I have three
Karmic Lessons: 2, 7 and 9.
Find your Karmic Lessons reading below:
Karmic Lesson Number 1
You need to show more initiative in your life and you must learn to be more
determined and independent. You will need to make your own decisions.
In life you can learn to become more forceful and dynamic and face other strong
people. Learn not to concern yourself too much with what others think.
Karmic Lesson Number 2
You must learn to be more diplomatic and tactful; to accomplish something
without the need to be praised and rewarded. Learn to cooperate with other
people. You may find yourself in a situation that to succeed you need patience
and attention.
Karmic Lesson Number 3
You are highly self-critical and you have established a high standard of perfection
as the only measure of your actions. Realize that you have a critical nature that
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must be contained and controlled. Be more optimistic and cheerful, enjoy life as
it is. You’ll be tested in situations that require imagination and communication.
You may have a soul of an artist, but your success requires much work and
perseverance.
Karmic Lesson Number 4
You will have to establish a methodical and disciplined approach of your life.
Otherwise, you will feel lost about any change. You tend to be somewhat
impractical and disorganized. You look for the answers to life's problems outside
yourself, rather than within. Concentration and application need to be
strengthened.
Karmic Lesson Number 5
You must learn to be more adventurous and to overcome your fear of living.
Take every opportunity to experience life: travel, see strange and exotic lands,
meet new people, and have many new experiences. You must learn to embrace
change. Your lesson is to learn to have faith. You will learn to flow with life, to
adapt with the changes, and grow.
Karmic Lesson Number 6
You have a major issue with commitment and responsibility to others.
You have a hard time committing to marriage and other important personal
relationships. You have to learn to show true emotion and to establish sincere
relationships. You will learn the importance of close friends and lasting
relationships. You will learn to give and, when necessary, sacrifice.
Karmic Lesson Number 7
You need to deepen your knowledge and talents in a specific discipline. You lack
the will or determination to perfect yourself or a specific talent you possess. You
must learn to be your own critic, without self condemnation, in order to bring
your abilities to their full development. A superficial understanding of important
matters will prevent you from experiencing the satisfaction of your true potential.
Karmic Lesson Number 8
You are highly independent and do not want to be told how to do things. You
have great problems with authority figures. This Karmic Lesson forces you to
learn your limitations, and the limitations of your resources. Learn to be efficient.
You may be a good business person.
Karmic Lesson Number 9
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You must learn to be more compassionate, tolerant, and understanding. There
will be times when you will have to sacrifice some egocentric ambition for the
good of a particular project or some larger goal. You do not realize the enormous
potential you have in influencing your own destiny and that of others. You have
an issue with commitment to community or mankind.

The Balance Number
People have different internal responses to life's challenges. Maturity and selfdevelopment help us to learn new and more effective methods of handling our
world and the problems we confront. Your Balance number provides you with the
guidance on how best to deal with difficult situations.
Your Balance number is found by adding the numerical value of the initials of
your full name at birth.
1
A
J
S

2
B
K
T

3
C
L
U

4
D
M
V

5
E
N
W

6
F
O
X

7
G
P
Y

8
H
Q
Z

9
I
R

Let's take a look at our example: Marc Cornellius. My initials are M and C. Their
numerical values are : 4 and 3. The Balance Number is 7. ( note: the master
numbers are also reduced, 11 becomes 2 and 22, 4).
Read below to find out what your Balance Number represents:
Balance Number 1
Try not to isolate you during troubled times. Be open to the advice of others.
This will widen your perspective on the problem and give you new information
on which to base your approach. Strength, creativity, and courage are the arms
with which you will win the war.
Balance Number 2
Use tact, diplomacy and try to control your emotions. Be courageous in your
approach to the solution you seek, rather than backing away from problem
because you fear confrontation. Be more optimistic and try not to blow problems
out of proportion. Balance and harmony are for you the most important things
when you apply yourself to any problem.
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Balance Number 3
Be more optimistic in your approach to problems. Try to work with others toward
a mutually satisfying solution. Use your considerable charm to influence the
situation. You can be extremely emotional when faced with a problem and try to
control this tendency. You may become too personally attached to the solution
you seek.
Balance Number 4
Try to have perspective toward emotionally-charged issues. Control your anger.
Discipline is your strength. Your sense of justice must be elevated to another
level where such virtues as forgiveness, compassion, and deep understanding
are the most important. There are always more angles to a problem than you
tend to acknowledge.
Balance Number 5
Try to focus on your problem, rather than avoiding it. Be careful not to escape
into food, alcohol, and drugs. You are capable of finding a highly-creative
solution to any situation the minute you put your mind to it.
Balance Number 6
Your strength lies with understanding people and the underlying conditions of a
conflict. Try not to rely too often on friends and family to provide you solace
instead of handling the situation directly and responsibly. Responsibility is the
issue here.
Balance Number 7
You retreat within yourself and hope you will not have to deal with the problem.
The clarity and analytical abilities of your mind are sufficient to provide you with
insight into the problem and a clear path to its solution. Get past the emotion
and you will find an answer.
Balance Number 8
Use your considerable power in a balanced way. You may use power in a
manipulative way, instead confronting people on principle.
Use your power in a higher way by accepting personal responsibility for the issue
and its solution. You have enormous creativity and the leadership to find an
answer to almost any problem.
Balance Number 9
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You will find your solutions by empathizing with the concerns of others. You have
a gift for understanding a wide variety of people and seeing the broader picture.
You will find your solutions by coming down to the practical reality.

Your Inner Dreams
The sum of the consonants in your name relates a secret dream, your inner
desires, or maybe even fantasies. This number is also associated with your
personality or how people see you on first meetings.
Here's a chart showing the value of the consonants:
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

-

B

C

D

-

F

G

H

-

J

K

L

M

N

-

P

Q

R

S

T

-

V

W

X

Y

Z

-

Note: if W or Y is been used as a vowel in the name don’t count it.
If the sum of numbers associated with consonants in your name is:
Number 1
You dream of being the leader and you want to be known for your courage and
original ideas. People may get the first impression that you are very aggressive
and sure of yourself.
Number 2
You dream of close and meaningful relationships, cooperation with those around
you. People may get the first impression that you are person who would be very
easy to get along with.
Number 3
You dream of artistic expression and you also dream of being more popular,
likable, and appreciated.
Number 4
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You dream of being a person that people can depend upon. You strive for
organization and predictable order. You want to be recognized for the discipline
to make that plan work like clockwork.
Number 5
You dream of being totally free and unrestrained by responsibility. You see
yourself conversing and mingling with the natives in many nations, living for
adventure and life experiences.
Number 6
You dream of the perfect family in the perfect home. You crave the devotion
from a loving wife or husband. You picture yourself in the center of a successful
domestic image.
Number 7
You dream of having the opportunity to read and study. You can see yourself as
a teacher, mystic or ecclesiastic spending your life in the pursuit of knowledge
and learning.
Number 8
You dream of success in the business or political world of power and control of
large material endeavors. Your secret self may have very strong desire to
become an entrepreneur.
Number 9
You dream of being creative, intellectual, and universal. You understand the
needy and what to help them. You like to be a person people count on for
support and advice.

Number 11
You dream of being the true idealist. You believe there is more to life than we
can know or prove.
Number 22
You dream of being a master organizer and a builder of monumental projects.
Your secret fantasy is to think big and imagine what could be done for the world
or huge rewards.
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Numerology Compatibility for Lovers
You can use the Numerology Compatibility for Lovers to compare your numbers
with that special someone. The numerology compatibility guide can be used to
compare any two numbers. I suggest that you take a lighthearted approach to
numerology compatibility, because people who are truly meant to be together
will be together--regardless of their numbers.
1
A
J
S

2
B
K
T

3
C
L
U

Example:
I will use my name: M A R C
4 1 9 3

4
D
M
V

5
E
N
W

6
F
O
X

7
G
P
Y

8
H
Q
Z

9
I
R

C O R N E L L I U S . My number is 1.
3 6 9 5 5 3 3 9 3 1

Number 1 Combinations
1+ 1: You both have powerful egos. Set common goals and strive high together.
1+ 2: You may have tendency towards stereotyped roles, try to enjoy the
romance.
1+ 3: Never a dull moment. Consider joint business.
1+ 4: Respect each other's viewpoint and listen, this way harmony may come
easy.
1+ 5: You have all the passion of a romance novel. Try to allow each other same
space.
1+ 6: Happiness and prosperity indicated. Try to find a common foundation.
1+ 7: You have a good intellectual match, but seek the finer things.
1+ 8: A partnership built on ambitions.
1+ 9: Spice relationship! Accept your differences.
Number 2 Combinations
2+
2+
2+
2+

1:
2:
3:
4:

Same as 1+ 2 above.
Almost twins.
Learn patience and focus on mutual interests.
A steady relationship, ideal for the long run.
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2+ 5: Two very different people, focus on your love
2 + 6: Quite compatible try to let each other some space to grow.
2+ 7: Domestic bliss built on individual solitude.
2+ 8: You complement each other perfectly.
2+ 9: You may be indifferent or intensely passionate.
Number 3 Combinations
3+
3+
3+
3+
3+
3+
3+
3+
3+

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

Same as 1+ 3 above.
Same as 2+ 3 above.
A wild relation, try to work at building stability.
Focus on finances and allow space for friends
A partnership built on passion and parties.
A happy home life possible.
Diverse people, diverse needs.
You prove that opposites attract.
Work at sharing the spotlight.

Number 4 Combinations
4+
4+
4+
4+
4+
4+
4+
4+
4+

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

Same as 1+ 4 above.
Same as 2+ 4 above.
Same as 3+ 4 above.
A good solid relationship built on solid values.
Different temperaments. Work on it.
Comfortable and stable.
A serious couple, maybe too serious.
Hardworking, savings-oriented.
Unlikely combination. Focus on thing you have common.

Number 5 Combinations
5+
5+
5+
5+
5+
5+
5+
5+
5+

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

Same as 1+ 5 above.
Same as 2+ 5 above.
Same as 3+ 5 above.
Same as 4+ 5 above.
Lifestyle with passion and drama.
Try sharing responsibilities.
A relationship built on individual freedom.
A relation where happiness is centered around future plans.
Unusual combination willing to explore all possibilities.

Number 6 Combinations
6+ 1: Same as 1+ 6 above.
6+ 2: Same as 2+ 6 above.
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6+
6+
6+
6+
6+
6+
6+

3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

Same as 3+ 6 above.
Same as 4+ 6 above.
Same as 5+ 6 above.
Work at accepting each other's faults
A difficult combination requiring some compromise.
A good match, likely to endure.
A happy couple.

Number 7 Combinations
7+
7+
7+
7+
7+
7+
7+
7+
7+

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

Same as 1+ 7 above.
Same as 2+ 7 above.
Same as 3+ 7 above.
Same as 4+ 7 above.
Same as 5+ 7 above.
Same as 6+ 7 above.
Allow for some individual eccentricities.
Happiness centered around careers.
Great spiritual attraction.

Number 8 Combinations
8+
8+
8+
8+
8+
8+
8+
8+
8+

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

Same as 1+ 8 above.
Same as 2+ 8 above.
Same as 3+ 8 above.
Same as 4+ 8 above.
Same as 5+ 8 above.
Same as 6+ 8 above.
Same as 7+ 8 above.
Dynamic couple, make time to feel life.
Possibly much love and harmony.

Number 9 Combinations
9+
9+
9+
9+
9+
9+
9+
9+
9+

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

Same as 1+ 9 above.
Same as 2+ 9 above.
Same as 3+ 9 above.
Same as 4+ 9 above.
Same as 5+ 9 above.
Same as 6+ 9 above.
Same as 7+ 9 above.
Same as 8+ 9 above.
Great deep bond.
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Numerology for your Pet
I don’t recommend that you use numerology to pick a particular pet for your
household. In animal shelters everywhere, there are fabulous cats and dogs
awaiting a loving home such as yours. If you are seeking canine or feline
companionship,
by
all
means
visit
organizations
such
as
http://www.petfinder.org/

The numerology calculations for pets are basically the same as for people. Use
whatever their names that actually apply in daily life. This could be one word,
two words, or possibly three. Just follow the procedure explained for every name
interpretation. Here is the chart:

1
A
J
S

2
B
K
T

3
C
L
U

4
D
M
V

5
E
N
W

6
F
O
X

7
G
P
Y

8
H
Q
Z

9
I
R

Now, if you summed the values of the letters, have fun reading the
interpretations below:

Number 1:
Get ready for some grand battles! They tend to be pushy and they love the
spotlight. On the down side, you may need to be extra patient around training
issues. Gently and patiently let them know who is the boss.
Number 2:
Chances are your pet loves being outdoors, because they like nature and
harmony. They may even enjoy being bathed without all the usual problems.
Number 3:
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Your pet may be a party animal. It generally love to eat and enjoy meeting new
people and going new places. Because they are naturally adorable, your friends
may occasionally sneak them snacks that aren't good for them.
Number 4:
They like routine and they are curious. You must introduce any necessary
changes to the pet's schedule or environment in a slow, gradual way. Your pet
will love you for it.
Number 5:
Your pet may be natural wanderers. Never turn this pet loose without close
supervision. All sorts of things can happen to our beloved animals when they are
allowed to stray. They crave variety and they are very sensual creatures. So
don't be surprised if they roll in some unusual smell on the ground.
Number 6:
These pets are a very patient lot. They make great "service animals" and love to
feel they are helping out around the house. So teach them to fetch the morning
newspaper if you can. Shower it with love, praise and the occasional reward.
Number 7:
These pets are sometimes loners. It's not that they don't love you or love being
around you, it's just that they need to hang out by themselves for a while. But, if
you catch them staring too long at the light sparkling on the window, bring them
back to reality with one of their favorite toys.
Number 8:
These pets are the "drama queens" of the animal kingdom. When they are bored
or frustrated, they will sometimes pull mischievous stunts just for the
excitement. Gently but firmly, stick to the rules you have set for your household.
If you indulge your pet occasionally and respect his or her unusual intelligence,
they will eventually settle down and mellow out.
Number 9:
Your nine pet will display all the qualities of the other pets listed above. It's as
though they need to try a little bit of everything before they mellow into older
age. At the same time, there is a timeless quality about these animals. In later
life, they often seem more youthful. These animals will do everything they can to
protect you.
Number 11:
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So basically all that applies to the two pet above, applies to your animal as well.
Eleven pets likes the atmospheres of beauty and harmony and they try to create
it in whatever ways they can. They might be trying to make an artistic
statement.
Number 22:
Everything said about a four pet applies to your pet as well. Keep an eye on that
twenty-two and you might be warned of impending danger. Your twenty-two pet
is loyal and reliable. Your twenty-two pet may have even been with you in a
previous lifetime - in some form or other.

Your Lucky Numbers
I prefer the zodiacal predictions. So here they are…and good luck!
¾ Aries (March 21 - April 20) - 1, 10, 19, 28, 37, 46, 55
¾ Taurus (April 21 - May 21) - 2, 11, 20, 29, 37, 47, 56
¾ Gemini (May 22 - June 21) - 3, 12, 21, 30, 48, 57
¾ Cancer (June 22 - July 22) - 4, 13, 22, 31, 40, 49, 58
¾ Leo (July 23 -August 21) - 5, 14, 23, 32, 41, 50
¾ Virgo (August 22 – September 23) - 6, 15, 24, 33, 42, 51
¾ Libra (September 24 – October 23) - 7, 16, 25, 34, 43, 52
¾ Scorpio (October 24 - November 22) - 8, 17, 26, 35, 44, 53
¾ Sagittarius (November 23 - December 22) - 9, 18, 27, 36, 45, 54
¾ Capricorn (December 23 - January 20) - 10, 28, 37, 46, 55
¾ Aquarius (January 21 - February 19) - 11, 29, 38, 47, 56
¾ Pisces (February 20- March 20) - 12, 21, 39, 48, 57
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